1 Monday
8pm Hero Elementary Premiere
Young heroes in training learn how to master their less-than-perfected powers at Hero Elementary!
9pm Arthur
Background Blues/and Now Let's Talk to Some Kids
Francine and Muffy find out about their ancestors. A TV show comes to class to put the kids on TV.
9:30pm WordGirl
The Ordinary, Extraordinary Botsfords/The Penny, the Pony, and the Pirate
Becky realizes that her ordinary, human family possesses remarkable special powers of their own.
10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Helen Keller/I Am Alexander Graham Bell
Xavier and his friends travel back in time to see how Helen Keller learned to read and to speak.
10:30pm Odd Squad
Deposit Slip Up/Villains Always Win
Odd Squad builds an exact replica of the villain's vault to intercept a jetpack.
11pm Dinosaur Train
What's at the Center of the Earth? Layers!/What's at the Center of the Earth? Fossils!
The Conductor takes the Pteranodon family underground using the new the Drill Engine Train!
11:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Tiger Family Grows/Daniel Learns About Being A Big Brother
The Tiger Family is expanding and Daniel finds out that he is going to be a big brother!
12am Sesame Street
Slimey at the Car Race
Slimey participates in the squirmadega car race.
12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Snow Fairy/to Catch A Leaf
After a snowstorm Pinkalicious, Peter and Jasmine spend the day sculpting a snow fairy - Frostina!

2 Tuesday
8pm Hero Elementary
Saved from the Bell/The Right Stuff
The heroes conduct an investigation when the bell on top of the school's Leaping Tower keeps ringing.
8:30pm Odd Squad
The Void/Into The Odd Woods
Omar finds himself stuck in a mysterious void. Omar catches a case of Clown-i-tosis.
9pm Arthur
Francine's Big Top Trouble/George Blows His Top
Francine tries to tumble for circus camp. George has trouble with Buster's borrowing.
9:30pm WordGirl
World's Best Dad/The Good Old, Bad Old Days
When Becky orders a gigantic book of world records, she decides it's time to help her dad break one.
10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Zora Neale Hurston/I Am Charles Dickens
Xavier and his friends go back in time to meet Zora Neale Hurston, an exceptional storyteller.
10:30pm Wild Kratts
Temple of the Tigers
Chris and Martin go off in search of the stealthiest, most powerful wildcat in the world - the tiger.
11pm Dinosaur Train
Stop and Smell The Flowers/Moms' Campout
Mom takes Tiny, Buddy, and Don on a super secret daytrip to Qianzhousaurus Pond.
11:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Baby Is Here
The baby is about to arrive and everyone is excited to welcome a new addition to the Neighborhood.
12am Sesame Street
When You're A Vet
Abby and Elmo play veterinarians and try to figure out what's wrong with their pretend patients.
12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
A Birthday Party for Kendra/Norman Plans A Playdate
Pinkalicious learns that Kendra has never celebrated a birthday so she decides to throw her a party!

3 Wednesday
8pm Hero Elementary
Tail of One Kitty/Movie Theater Meltdown
The young heroes observe how animals use their tails and apply the information to rescue a kitten.
8:30pm Odd Squad
Deposit Slip Up/Villains Always Win
Odd Squad builds an exact replica of the villain's vault to intercept a jetpack.
9pm Arthur
Arthur's Treasure Hunt/The Return of the King
When Buster digs up an ancient arrowhead, everyone else wants to
hunt for buried treasures, too.

9:30pm WordGirl
Pineapple of My Eye/Big Baby
Chuck the Evil Sandwich Making
Guy is on a dastardly mission to rid the city of pineapples!

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I am Florence Nightingale/I am George Washington Carver
Xavier and his friends ask legendary nurse Florence Nightingale to help stop Yadina's hiccups.

10:30pm Wild Kratts
The Dhole Duplicator
While visiting India, Martin and Chris explore the world of the Dhole - aka "The Red Dog".

11pm Dinosaur Train
Trains, Submarines and Zeppelins: Part 1/Part 2
Mr. Pteranodon and Larry go out to the Big Pond and accidentally miss the last train home.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel’s New Friend/Same and Different
Daniel and Miss Elaina meet Prince Wednesday’s cousin Chrissie during a playdate at the castle.

12am Sesame Street
Oscar Uncanned
With Abby and Rudy’s help, Oscar finds out that it was a sanitation worker who took his trash can.

12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
All Tangled Up/Above The Clouds
A mishap leaves Pinkville with balls of yarn instead of flowers for Pinkville’s Flower Festival.

4 Thursday
8pm Hero Elementary
The Lake Mistake/Plant Problem
The young heroes must find a way to restore a frozen lake back to its original, liquid state.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Other Olympia/Total Zeros
Agent Olympia is not happy when an agent with the same name shows up at headquarters.

9pm Arthur
Chips Are Down/The Revenge of the Chip
D.W. thinks a green potato chip she ate is poisonous and her Mom can’t stop blabbing about it.

9:30pm WordGirl
Granny and Clyde/Too Loud Crew
Granny May cons Mr. Botsford into being her getaway driver as she goes on a citywide crime spree.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Isaac Newton/I Am Golda Meir
Xavier and his friends go back in time to meet Sir Isaac Newton, an expert in the laws of motion.

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Aye Aye
The Wild Kratts team embarks on a pirate adventure in the Indian Ocean and discovers a castaway.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Where Have All The Lizards Gone?/Conductor’s Sleepover
The Changyuraptor Family has been eating all the lizards on Lizard Island, impacting the ecosystem.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel’s Allergy/Allergies at School
Daniel learns he is allergic to peaches. Doctor Anna tells Daniel how he can take care of himself.

12am Sesame Street
How to Build A Dinosaur
Elmo and friends imagine they are paleontologists who dig through dirt and stones to find fossils.

5 Friday
8pm Hero Elementary
Saved from the Bell/The Right Stuff
The heroes conduct an investigation when the bell on top of the school’s Leaping Tower keeps ringing.

8:30pm Hero Elementary
Tail of One Kitty/Movie Theater Meltdown
The young heroes observe how animals use their tails and apply the information to rescue a kitten.

9pm Hero Elementary
The Lake Mistake/Plant Problem
The young heroes must find a way to restore a frozen lake back to its original, liquid state.

9:30pm WordGirl
Becky Knows Best/As Something As Something
Becky is thrilled to help TJ with a school writing contest, but TJ doesn’t want Becky’s help.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
We are the Wright Brothers/We are the Bronte Sisters

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Blowfish Blowout
The miniaturized Kratt Brothers get swept up in a current of plankton and head to the coral reef.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Crystal and King Benefit Concert: Part One and Two
When Crystal and the King visit the Big Pond and learn that it’s being recklessly overfished!

11:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Time for Daniel/There’s Time for Daniel and Baby Too
Daniel is upset that Dad keeps interrupting their adventure play to take care of Baby Margaret.
12am Sesame Street
Hey! Sesame Street News
Cookie Monster is a journalist for Abby and Big Bird's newspaper, "Hey Sesame Street News!"

12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Peter’s Blues/Pink Raspberry
Peter is feeling down and learns to play the blues on a harmonica. Peter hosts a silly song contest.

6 Saturday
8pm Hero Elementary
Saved from the Bell/The Right Stuff
The heroes conduct an investigation when the bell on top of the school's Leaping Tower keeps ringing.

8:30pm Hero Elementary
Tail of One Kitty/Movie Theater Meltdown
The young heroes observe how animals use their tails and apply the information to rescue a kitten.

9pm Hero Elementary
The Lake Mistake/Plant Problem
The young heroes must find a way to restore a frozen lake back to its original, liquid state.

9:30pm WordGirl
Time-Out with Two-Brains/Dr. Wordgirl-Brains
It’s Becky’s turn to take home the class pet - a hairy, scary, crawly tarantula named Shaggy.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Zora Neale Hurston/I Am Charles Dickens
Xavier and his friends go back in time to meet Zora Neale Hurston, an exceptional storyteller.

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Aye Aye
The Wild Kratts team embarks on a pirate adventure in the Indian Ocean and discover a castaway.

11pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
A Birthday Party for Kendra/Norman Plans A Playdate
Pinkalicious learns that Kendra has never celebrated a birthday so she decides to throw her a party!

11:30pm Let’s Go Luna!
Me and My Elephant/Mukandi’s Farm
Leo becomes a reluctant caregiver of an orphaned baby elephant in Nairobi.

12am Nature Cat
Ants Revolution/Tide Pool Tough
A surprise picnic for Squeeks turns into a cheesecake chase scene, as ants steal the dessert!

12:30am Odd Squad
The Void/Into The Odd Woods
Omar finds himself stuck in a mysterious void. Omar catches a case of Clown-i-tosis.

7 Sunday
8pm Hero Elementary
Saved from the Bell/The Right Stuff
The heroes conduct an investigation when the bell on top of the school's Leaping Tower keeps ringing.

8:30pm Hero Elementary
Tail of One Kitty/Movie Theater Meltdown
The young heroes observe how animals use their tails and apply the information to rescue a kitten.

9pm Hero Elementary
The Lake Mistake/Plant Problem
The young heroes must find a way to restore a frozen lake back to its original, liquid state.

9:30pm WordGirl
The Invisi-Bill Hand/Birthday Town
Invisi-Bill gets jealous when he doesn't get any publicity for being the true villain that he is.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
Man-Oh-Mangrove/Northern Lights Sights
Xavier and his friends ask legendary nurse Florence Nightingale to help stop Yadina’s hiccups.

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Blowfish Blowout
The miniaturized Kratt Brothers get swept up in a current of plankton and head to the coral reef.

11pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Sweet Pea Pixie/Pink Piper
When a Sweet Pea Pixie has trouble flying, Pinkalicious shows her how to spread her wings!

11:30pm Let’s Go Luna!
A Prickly Pear/Turkish Delight
Leo tries to make Turkish Delight for a friend in Istanbul, but finds that it's harder than he thinks.

12am Nature Cat

8 Monday
8pm Hero Elementary
Where’s Fur Blur? / The Blob
When the heroes can’t find Fur Blur, they use their five senses to track her throughout the school.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Slow Your Roll
A mysterious villain named The Shadow takes control of the Mobile Unit van.

9pm Arthur
It’s A No-Brainer/The Shore Thing
Brain decides to be a stand up comedian. Dad takes the kids to Ocean Zone to explore the sea shore.

9:30pm WordGirl
Mr. Big unveils a mind control scheme, causing Becky’s vacation to become anything but relaxing.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am George Washington/I Am Susan B. Anthony
Our heroes meet George Washington, one of the greatest leaders in the history of the United States.

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Snow Runners
The Wild Kratts accidentally lose some Hispid hares in a wintery North American forest.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Junior Conductors Academy: Part One/Junior Conductors Academy: Part Two
The kids are off to Junior Conductor’s Academy in Laramidia to try to become Junior Conductors!

11:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Miss Elaina Gets Hurt/Daniel Feels Better
Miss Elaina and Daniel crash into one another while playing and Lady Elaine makes them feel better.

12am Sesame Street
New Year’s Eve On Sesame Street
Rosita and Telly try to help Elmo stay awake on New Year’s Eve so he can celebrate with his friends.

12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Invasion of the Flutterbugs/Ballet of the Bells
The Pinkertons are shocked to find their house is suddenly swarming with Flutterbugs!

9 Tuesday
8pm Hero Elementary
Toadal Confusion / Hero Hideaway
When toads take over a new skate park, the heroes must help the toads get to their natural habitat.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Zero Effect/Bad Luck Bears
Olive and Otto must stop zeroes from disappearing before the missing zeroes destroy the town.

9pm Arthur
Attack of the Turbo Tibbles/D.W. Tricks The Tooth Fairy
If you think the Tibbles are bad now, imagine what they’d be like if they had super powers!

9:30pm WordGirl
The Best of the Best/Art’s Parts
A thief is stealing every piece of art in the city. Can Wordgirl catch the villain in the act?

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Winston Churchill/I Am Cleopatra
Our heroes go back in time to meet Winston Churchill, a person who knew how to command attention!

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Rattlesnake Crystal
The Tortuga crash lands in the Sonoran Desert and Martin and Chris search for Tellurium crystals.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Tiny wants to gather all the dinosaurs in the “Dinosaurs A to Z” song for a picnic at Troodon Town.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel and Margaret Play School/Treasure Hunt at the Castle

10 Wednesday
8pm Hero Elementary
All Over The Map / Lights Go Down In City Town
The young heroes must find a way to make the nighttime sky darker so they can see a meteor shower.

8:30pm Odd Squad
It Takes Goo To Make A Feud Go Right/Friends of Odd Squad
Olympia and Otis are tasked with calling a truce between feuding guests.

9pm Arthur
Binky Rules/Meet Binky
Detectives Fern and Buster are on the case to find who wrote Binky’s name in graffiti at the school.

9:30pm WordGirl
Bummertime/The Homerun King
Becky wants to enjoy the last day of summer but Tobey and his robot Chronos are getting in the way.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Mark Twain/I Am Abigail Adams

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Stars of the Tides
Martin and Chris must make it through one of the harshest habitats on Earth, the rocky intertidal.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Rollin’ on the Riverboat: Part One/Rollin’ on the Riverboat: Part Two
The whole Pteranodon Family takes a rollicking adventure on the Dinosaur Train Riverboat!

11:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel and Margaret Play School/Treasure Hunt at the Castle
Teacher Daniel is playing "school" today, but his "student," Baby Margaret, just won't cooperate!

12am Sesame Street
Cookie Monster's Museum Mystery
Cookie Monster is blamed when paintings begin to disappear from the Museum of Modern Cookie!

12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Pinkapologia Dotty/Lila Gets Glasses
Pinkalicious decides to create her own polka dot art, but she gets a little too carried away!

11 Thursday
8pm Hero Elementary
The Lake Mistake/Plant Problem
The young heroes must find a way to restore a frozen lake back to its original, liquid state.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Saving Agent Orson/The Scientist
The agents try and stop baby Agent Orson from getting kicked off the squad.

9pm Arthur
Castles in the Sky/Tipping The Scales
An architect helps the gang rebuild their tree house. Arthur's chorus group has a new teacher.

9:30pm WordGirl
A Sticky Situation/Eight Legs Vs. Two-Brains
A broken figurine somehow leads to WordGirl and TJ becoming glued together, back-to-back.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Catherine The Great/I Am Tomioka Tessai
Brad needs help making new friends at camp, so Xavier and his pals meet with Catherine the Great.

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Rocket Jaw: Rescuer of the Reef
Zach and Donita send robotic Parrotfish to a coral reef to collect coral to make jewelry.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Dinos A to Z, Part 3, Classification/Dinos A to Z, Part 4, A To Z Picnic
Don organizes all the dinosaurs on the Train by their species, features and size.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Friends Say No/Prince Wednesday Doesn't Want to Play
Daniel learns that sometimes his friends may not want to play. He can find things to do on his own!

12am Sesame Street
Counting Critters
Bert and Ernie are animal-sitting six animals, but the animals sneak outside onto Sesame Street.

12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Secret Sculpture/The Celebrator
Pinkalicious, Peter and friends set out to explore Pinkville Green and discover a secret statue!

12 Friday
8pm Wild Kratts: Back In Creature Time
The Wild Kratts team uses Aviva's Time Trampoline to jump back in time and meet extinct species.

9pm Wild Kratts: Creatures of the Deep Sea
The Wild Kratts team ventures to the Deep Sea, the last creature frontier, in a Deep Sea Explorer.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Winston Churchill/I Am Marie Owens
Our heroes go back in time to meet Winston Churchill, a person who knew how to command attention!

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Voyage of the Butterflier X
Aviva miniaturizes the Kratt Brothers who embark on the Monarch butterfly's 2,000 mile migration.

11pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Treasure Hunt/Cheer Up, Archie
Pinkalicious and Peter are thrilled to meet a real life Pirate, Captain...
Toothy McSquint!

11:30pm Let’s Go Luna!
Andy’s Big Show/Leo Moves It
On a quest to make really big art, Andy helps to design a Rio Carnaval float.

12am Nature Cat
Backyard Bigfoot/Imperfect Produce
Squeeks hosts a Backyard Campout Party and Nature Cat is scared to join because it’s so dark outside.

12:30am Odd Squad
Zero Effect/Bad Luck Bears
Olive and Otto must stop zeroes from disappearing before the missing zeroes destroy the town.

14 Sunday

8pm Wild Kratts: Back In Creature Time
The Wild Kratts team uses Aviva’s Time Trampoline to jump back in time and meet extinct species.

9pm Wild Kratts: Creatures of the Deep Sea
The Wild Kratts team ventures to the Deep Sea, the last creature frontier, in a Deep Sea Explorer.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Catherine The Great/I Am Tomioka Tessai
Brad needs help making new friends at camp, so Xavier and his pals meet with Catherine the Great.

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Lemur Legs
The Wild Kratts arrive in Madagascar for the first time and discover a group of sifaka lemurs.

11pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Pinkapolka Dotty/Lila Gets Glasses
Pinkalicious decides to create her own polka dot art, but she gets a little too carried away!

11:30pm Let’s Go Luna!
The Potato King/The Charango Kid
Andy and the others venture into the Andes Mountains to discover that the Potato King is real!

12am Nature Cat
Daisy’s Wildflower Round-Up/A Party for Squeeks!
Squeeks has the winter blues so Nature cat cheers her up with an End-Of-The-Winter party.

12:30am Odd Squad
Saving Agent Orson/The Scientist
The agents try and stop baby Agent Orson from getting kicked off the squad.

15 Monday

8pm Hero Elementary
Fair Weather/Home Sweet Home
When a tree falls in the schoolyard, the young heroes try to find a new home for a chipmunk.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Odd Beginnings, Part 1
Agents Opal and Omar uncover the location of a legendary odd artifact.

9pm Arthur
Lend Me Your Ear/The Butler Did It
When Mr. Crosswire gets a robot butler for Father’s Day, Muffy fears Bailey may be replaced.

9:30pm WordGirl
Risky Chuckness/That’s Entertainment
When Two-Brains learns that Chuck is home alone he invites all of the villains to his house.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Julia Child/I Am Neil Armstrong

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Mystery on the Prairie
Martin and Chris find an unusual thorn bush with "spiked" grasshoppers and beetles.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Father’s Day
The Conductor decides to use the Drill Train to tunnel into the future to rescue his missing father.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Be A Vegetable Taster/Daniel Tries A New Food
Daniel and his friends explore the school’s vegetable garden and pick and try different vegetables.

12am Sesame Street
Play Time
Nina, Elmo, Abby, Big Bird and Chris put on a play about Little Miss Muffet.

12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Indoor Camp-In/The Flutterbugs
When rain ruins her campout plans, Pinkalicious uses her imagination to have fun indoor camping!

16 Tuesday

8pm Hero Elementary
The Feed for Speed/An Uphill Task
The heroes just figure out how to get AJ’s robot up the stairs in time for the big Invention Fair.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Odd Beginnings, Part 2
Agents Opal and Omar uncover the location of a legendary odd artifact.

9pm Arthur
Popular Girls/Buster’s Growing Grudge
Sue Ellen and Fern take a popularity quiz. Buster is mad when Binky steals his great joke.

9:30pm WordGirl
Trustworthy Tobey/The Tooth Hurts
When Scoops asks Becky to run the Daily Rag she makes the story behind his absence front-page news.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Leonardo Da Vinci/I Am Amelia Earhart
Xavier learns that Leonardo da Vinci is interested in a lot of different things, too - just like
Xavier!

**10:30pm Wild Kratts**

*Fire Salamander*

The Kratt Brothers seek to unravel the secret of the Fire Salamander in Black Forest in Germany.

**11pm Dinosaur Train**

*Nest Swap/The Herd Is The Word*

The Pteranodon Family decides to take a little vacation and swap nests with a family of pterosaurs.

**11:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood**

*Visiting Grandpere/The Tiger Family Goes Back Home*

Grandpere and Daniel have fun hunting for buried treasure and they also take a sunrise boat ride.

**12am Sesame Street**

*Counting Critters*

Bert and Ernie are animal-sitting six animals, but the animals sneak outside onto Sesame Street.

**12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific**

*Pink Lemonade/Pink Shoes*

Pinkalicious and Peter start a lemonade stand to save up money, but they have no customers!

**17 Wednesday**

**8pm Hero Elementary**

*With A Little Push/Track That Pack*

The team uses hands-on investigation to learn that pushing an object can start or stop its movement.

**8:30pm Odd Squad**

*Crime at Shapely Manor*

Olive and Otto are sent to Shapely Manor to investigate an odd crime with even odder people.

**9pm Arthur**

*D.W., All Fired Up/I'd Rather Read It Myself*

D.W. tries to avoid a fire drill at school and tries to convince the Tibble twins that she can read.

**9:30pm WordGirl**

*Captain Tangent/Chuck and Brent Ride Again*

Becky and her family have dinner at Blackbeard's Buffet and encounter a villain, Captain Tangent.

**10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum**

*I Am Theodore Roosevelt/I Am Eleanor Roosevelt*

**10:30pm Wild Kratts**

*Back In Creature Time - Tasmanian Tiger, Part 2*

The Wild Kratts decide to try out Aviva's Time Trampoline to visit with the extinct Tasmanian Tiger.

**11pm Dinosaur Train**

*A Heck of a Neck/Gilbert Visits The Nest*

The Pteranodon kids have a Nature Trackers adventure when they meet super-long Denise Diplodocus.

**11:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood**

*Daniel Doesn't Want to Go Potty/Daniel Sits on the Potty*

Daniel learns that it's important to try to go potty before leaving the house.

**12am Sesame Street**

*Fixing X*

Big Bird and Snuffy are hosts of "The Letter of the Day Show" and learn all about the letter "X."

**12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific**

*Gnome More Nonsense/Space Dancing*

Pinkalicious and Peter are thrilled

Olympia discovers a secret about her partner.

**9pm Arthur**

*Lights, Camera.... Opera!/All Worked Up*

Muffy isn't excited about her concert tickets. His mother's new schedule is affecting Arthur's luck.

**9:30pm WordGirl**

*Patch Game/Girls Day Out Throws Chuck*

Becky tries to compete honestly and resist using her super powers to win a City Scout contest.

**10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum**

*I Am Mary Shelley/I Am Harry Houdini*

Xavier goes back in time to meet spooky storyteller Mary Shelley before a Nature Troop campout.

**10:30pm Wild Kratts**

*The Cobra King*

While searching for Martin's lost Creaturepod, the Kratt brothers encounter a Spectacled cobra.

**11pm Dinosaur Train**

*Spooky Tree/Spinosaurus Super Model*

Shiny invites Annie Tyrannosaurus for a sleepover and Annie wants to investigate a spooky tree.

**11:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood**

*Daniel's Bicycle/Katerina's Magic Trick*

Dad Tiger gives Daniel his old bicycle. Riding the bike is not easy, but Daniel keeps trying.

**18 Thursday**

**8pm Hero Elementary**

*All Over The Map/Lights Go Down In City Town*

The young heroes must find a way to make the nighttime sky darker so they can see a meteor shower.

**8:30pm Odd Squad**

*Who Is Agent Otis?*
when they find Norman the Garden Gnome living in their backyard!

19 Friday

8pm Dinosaur Train
Father’s Day
The Conductor decides to use the Drill Train to tunnel into the future to rescue his missing father!

8:30pm Arthur
1001 Dads/Prunella’s Prediction
The gang tries to find Buster a new Dad. Prunella thinks she’s getting flashpants for her birthday.

9pm WordGirl
Father’s Day Dance-A-Thon/Big Is Botsford’s Boss
Best friends Big Left Hand Guy and InvisiBill decide to pull off their biggest heist to date!

9:30pm Cyberchase
Father’s Day
Creech’s father, Max, is named the Cyberdad of the Year but Hacker tries to spoil the celebration.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Mary Leaky/I Am Alexander Hamilton

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Back In Creature Time - Go Dodo Go, Part 1
The team uses the Time Trampoline to jump back in time to meet the extinct Dodo Bird of Mauritius.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Father’s Day
The Conductor decides to use the Drill Train to tunnel into the future to rescue his missing father!

11:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Snowflake Day!
Daniel has a very important role as the snowflake in the Neighborhood’s Snowflake Day Show!

12am Sesame Street
Earth Day
Rudy sees what it would be like if everyone acted like him and threw their trash on the street.

12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
The Sparkle Kart/The Pinkville Merry-Go-Round
Pinkalicious and friends search Pinkville to find ways to make the merry-go-round more pinkamazing.

20 Saturday

8pm Dinosaur Train
Father’s Day
The Conductor decides to use the Drill Train to tunnel into the future to rescue his missing father!

8:30pm Arthur
1001 Dads/Prunella’s Prediction
The gang tries to find Buster a new Dad. Prunella thinks she’s getting flashpants for her birthday.

9pm WordGirl
Father’s Day Dance-A-Thon/Big Is Botsford’s Boss
Best friends Big Left Hand Guy and InvisiBill decide to pull off their biggest heist to date!

9:30pm Cyberchase
Father’s Day
Creech’s father, Max, is named the Cyberdad of the Year but Hacker tries to spoil the celebration.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Julia Child/I Am Neil Armstrong

10:30pm Wild Kratts
The Desert Elves
Koki and Jimmy get stranded in the desert and the Kratt Brothers rely on the Elf owl to find them.

11pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Pink Lemonade/Pink Shoes
Pinkalicious and Peter start a lemonade stand to save up money, but they have no customers!

11:30pm Let’s Go Luna!
You Can’t Move The Moon/Lizardzilla!
Salami Strong gets injured and can’t do his act in Tokyo, so Carmen enlists a Sumo wrestler.

12am Nature Cat
Wild Batts!/No Bird Left Behind!
Chris and Martin Kratt appear as Chris and Martin Batt! Nature Cat helps them find a new shelter.

12:30am Odd Squad
Odd Beginnings, Part 1
Agents Opal and Omar uncover the location of a legendary odd artifact.

21 Sunday

8pm Dinosaur Train
Father’s Day
The Conductor decides to use the Drill Train to tunnel into the future to rescue his missing father!

8:30pm Arthur
1001 Dads/Prunella’s Prediction
The gang tries to find Buster a new Dad. Prunella thinks she’s getting flashpants for her birthday.

9pm WordGirl
Father’s Day Dance-A-Thon/Big Is Botsford’s Boss
Best friends Big Left Hand Guy and InvisiBill decide to pull off their biggest heist to date!

9:30pm Cyberchase
Father’s Day
Creech’s father, Max, is named the Cyberdad of the Year but Hacker tries to spoil the celebration.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Theodore Roosevelt/I Am Eleanor Roosevelt

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Skunked!
The Wild Kratts try to reclaim their headquarters when a group of skunks take over the Tortuga.

11pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Gnome More Nonsense/Space Dancing
Pinkalicious and Peter are thrilled
when they find Norman the Garden Gnome living in their backyard!
11:30pm Let's Go Luna!
Hola Mariachi/Loco for Cocoa
In Mexico City, Leo, Carmen and Andy help return a lost cocoa bean to a friend's mother.
12am Nature Cat
Are You My Egg?/Sos (Save Our Salad)
Nature Cat and his pals find a cute, little baby lizard named Leeza and help her find her nest.
12:30am Odd Squad
Odd Beginnings, Part 2
Agents Opal and Omar uncover the location of a legendary odd artifact.

22 Monday
8pm Hero Elementary
The Butterfly Chasers / Something Shady
When the shady spot that AJ picked for the class's outdoor lunch disappears, the heroes investigate.
8:30pm Odd Squad
The Potato Ultimato/A Fistful of Fruit Juice
When Otto starts shrinking, Olaf leads Olive and Oren on a quest for the only known cure.
9pm Arthur
Three's A Crowd/A Is for Angry
Can Prunella share her mom during yoga? Arthur loses his fan support during a checkers competition.
9:30pm WordGirl
Rhyme and Reason, Part 1/Rhyme and Reason, Part 2
Rhyme and Reason, a new villainous duo, arrive in the city for a crime spree.
10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Johann Sebastian Bach/I Am Marie Curie
Xavier goes back in time to meet Johann Sebastian Bach and practice for the school talent show.
10:30pm Wild Kratts
Wild Ponies
When a rogue wave separates a wild pony from his mother, Martin and Chris work to reunite them!
11pm Dinosaur Train
Amie Rides The Flatcar/Old Reliable
Buddy, Tiny, and Mom visit their very large sauropod friend, Annie Argentinosaurus, and his dad.
11:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Tiger Family Trip
The Tiger Family is heading out on a road trip to Grandpere's house and Daniel gets a helpful map.
12am Sesame Street
Julia’s Haircut
Elmo and Abby pretend to be hair stylists to help Julia feel less scared about getting a haircut.
12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Yodelahee Goat/Pink Mascot
Flora’s goat Greta has escaped her farm and Pinkalicious and Peter help track the goat down.

23 Tuesday
8pm Hero Elementary
Turtle Beach / Shine A Light On Me
The heroes visit Turtle Beach to see baby turtles hatching and find the beach filled with litter!
8:30pm Odd Squad
Soundcheck Part Deux/Jinx
The members of Sound check go missing. Otto and Olive must bring them back in time for the concert.
9pm Arthur
The A Team/Emily Swallows A Horse
Francine and Brain make the soccer All-Star team. Emily tells big lies to cover up a little one.
9:30pm WordGirl
Victoria Best/Showdown at the Secret Spaceship Hideout
WordGirl comes up with a contest that will thwart Victoria's evil trophy stealing plans.
10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Jackie Robinson/I Am Anna Pavlov
10:30pm Wild Kratts
The Other Martins
Chris complains about a bird called the Purple martin and finds another creature called Martin.
11pm Dinosaur Train
Tiny and the Crocodile/Meet The Grandparents
Team Pteranodon travels to Dienosuchas Swamp and meet a 40 foot crocodile with a crabby attitude.
11:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Firefighters at School/Daniel's Doll
The volunteer firefighters of the Neighborhood of Make-Believe make a special visit to school.
12am Sesame Street
Earth Day
Rudy sees what it would be like if everyone acted like him and threw their trash on the street.
12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Invasion of the Flutterbugs/Ballet of the Bells
The Pinkertons are shocked to find their house is suddenly swarming with Flutterbugs!

24 Wednesday
8pm Hero Elementary
Hatching A Plan/The Invisible Force
When an egg hatches, the young heroes vow to reunite the unfamiliar young bird with its parents.
8:30pm Odd Squad
Training Day
Olive tells the story of what happened to her old partner. Algebraic thinking is showcased.
Arthur Goes Crosswire/Sue Ellen and the Brainasaurus
The gang grows tired of Arthur's friendship with Muffy. Brain has trouble working on a team project.

9:30pm WordGirl
Trustworthy Tobey/The Tooth Hurts
When Scoops asks Becky to run the Daily Rag she makes the story behind his absence front-page news.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Zora Neale Hurston/I Am Charles Dickens
Xavier and his friends go back in time to meet Zora Neale Hurston, an exceptional storyteller.

10:30pm Wild Kratts
The Last Largest Lobster
The Kratts dive into the ocean to retrieve a creature power disc and encounter an enormous lobster.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Dinosaur Train Submarine: Shoshana Shonisaurus/All Kinds of Families
The Pteranodon family goes deep under the sea to meet Shoshana Shonisaurus, a huge marine reptile.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Someone Else's Feelings/Empathy at School
Chrissie is upset after losing her special bracelet and Daniel has trouble understanding why.

12am Sesame Street
Walking The Dog
Elmo wants to be a dog walker, so his friends help him practice by pretending to be different dogs.

25 Thursday

8pm Hero Elementary
With A Little Push/Track That Pack
The team uses hands-on investigation to learn that pushing an object can start or stop its movement.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Reindeer Games
Olive and Otto help Santa track down a reindeer and Oscar helps Ms. O get off Santa's naughty list.

9pm Arthur
Arthur Makes Waves/It Came from Beyond
The kids try to get along with Molly when they swim in her pool. Grandma's new dog bullies everyone.

9:30pm WordGirl
The Pretty Princess and Mr. Big Power Hour/Clean Up in Aisle Eleven
WordGirl must escape the grips of Mr. Big's remote control in order to save the city.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Helen Keller/I Am Alexander Graham Bell
Xavier and his friends travel back in time to see how Helen Keller learned to read and to speak.

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Ground Hog Wake Up Call
The Kratt brothers discover all about hibernation when Aviva falls into a deep sleep.

11pm Dinosaur Train
An Apatosaurus Adventure/Nature Art
The Pteranodon kids visit the Jurassic Time Period to meet Apollo Apatosaurus, who likes adventure.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Gets Mad at Dad/Daniel Gets Mad at His Friends
Daniel gets angry at his Dad and learns that you can love someone even if you're mad at them.

12am Sesame Street
Little Bo Peep Lost Her Cow
Little Bo Peep has lost her cow. Telly and Elmo, the Cowmonster Pair, are on the case!

26 Friday

8pm Nature Cat: A Nature Carol
Nature Cat is visited by the spirits of Nature Past, Present and Future on Christmas Eve.

9pm Nature Cat: Ocean Commotion
Nature Cat drops Mr. Chewinsky down a storm drain and the gang tries to find him in the ocean!

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
We are the Wright Brothers/We are the Bronte Sisters

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Cheeks The Hamster
Aviva loses the all-important MicroXT Power Chips that power the suits and the gant must find them!

11pm Dinosaur Train
An Apatosaurus Adventure/Nature Art
The Pteranodon kids visit the Jurassic Time Period to meet Apollo Apatosaurus, who likes adventure.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Goldfish Dies/Daniel's Strawberry Seeds
When Daniel's pet fish dies, he begins to ask questions to help him understand what death means.

12am Sesame Street
Elmo The Engineer
Elmo and his dad become engineers and design a "toy putter awayer" to help Elmo put away his toys.

12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Mr. Socko/A Pinkapurrfect Pet
Peter is missing one of his lucky socks! Pinkalicious creates a sock puppet and retraces his steps.

27 Saturday
8pm Nature Cat: A Nature Carol
Nature Cat is visited by the spirits of Nature Past, Present and Future on Christmas Eve.

9pm Nature Cat: Ocean Commotion
Nature Cat drops Mr. Chewinsky down a storm drain and the gang tries to find him in the ocean!

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Helen Keller/I Am Alexander Graham Bell
Xavier and his friends travel back in time to see how Helen Keller learned to read and to speak.

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Golden Snub Nosed Monkey Man
The Wild Kratts go on an expedition into the Chinese mountains to find snub nosed monkeys.

11pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Mr. Socko/A Pinkapurrfect Pet
Peter is missing one of his lucky socks! Pinkalicious creates a sock puppet and retraces his steps.

11:30pm Let's Go Luna!
12am Nature Cat
Plants Got The Moves/Magnet Mania
Daisy must find another science project to exhibit at the Animal Science Fair after hers is ruined.

12:30am Odd Squad
Training Day
Olive tells the story of what happened to her old partner. Algebraic thinking is showcased.

29 Monday
8pm Hero Elementary
Sound of Ice Cream/The Reflection Connection
When an ice cream truck is accidentally made invisible, the young heroes rely on sound to find it.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Trading Places/Bad Lemonade
A villain uses one of Oscar's gadgets to cause destruction and Olive getting kicked off the squad.

9pm Arthur
Buster's Green Thumb/My Fair Tommy
Buster learns to grow and take care of his own plants. The twins compete for a good behavior award.

9:30pm WordGirl
What Would Wordgirl Do/Granny's Corner
The advice that Granny My gives on her new advice show is somehow inciting chaos around the city.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I am Florence Nightingale/I am George Washington Carver
Xavier and his friends ask legendary nurse Florence Nightingale to help stop Yadina's hiccups.

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Capture The Fishmobile
Aviva unveils a new Fishmobile invention designed to keep up with the movements of schooling fish.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Remember The Alamosaurus/Sunrise, Sunset
The Pteranodon kids travel around on the Dinosaur Train and meet some of the biggest dinosaurs.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Wants to Be Alone/Daniel's Alone Space
While playing with his friends at school, Daniel decides he would like to spend some time alone.

12am Sesame Street
Elmo The Engineer
Elmo and his dad become engineers and design a "toy putter awayer" to help Elmo put away his toys.
toys.

**12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific**
*Pinkapolka Dotty/Lila Gets Glasses*
Pinkalicious decides to create her own polka dot art, but she gets a little too carried away!

**30 Tuesday**

**8pm Hero Elementary**
*Sparks' Unplugged / Camp Catastrophe*
When muffins go missing from the school cafeteria kitchen, the heroes try to solve the mystery.

**8:30pm Odd Squad**
*Blob on the Job/Party of 5,4,3,2,1*
When a blob gets loose in the headquarters, Olive and Otto compete against rival agents to catch it.

**9pm Arthur**
*Buster's Back/The Ballad of Buster Baxter*
Arthur worries that Buster will be very different. Buster thinks his friends have forgotten him.

**9:30pm WordGirl**
*Tim Botsford: Neighborhood Assistant/Set Sail for the Bake Sale*
Mr. Botsford becomes a Neighborhood Assistant, determined to help anyone who needs it (or doesn't).

**10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum**
*I Am Isaac Newton/I Am Golda Meir*
Xavier and his friends go back in time to meet Sir Isaac Newton, an expert in the laws of motion.

**10:30pm Wild Kratts**
*Chameleons On Target*
Aviva makes a ring chip to super power her "inventuring," but it is stolen by a mysterious lemur.

**11pm Dinosaur Train**
*Dinosaur Train Submarine: Otto Ophthalmosaurus/King Meets Crystal*
The Conductor takes the family deep under the sea in a brand-new invention, a submarine!

**11:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood**
*Daniel Takes His Time/Sometime's It's Good to Go Slow*
Daniel learns that sometimes it's good to take your time, and it can be worth the wait.

**12am Sesame Street**
*Wild Adventure On Sesame Street*
"Wild Nature Survivor Guy" tries to survive out in the wilds of Sesame Street.

**12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific**
*Garden Gnome Party/That Unicorn Feeling*
Edna the gnome, Pinkalicious and Peter help Norman learn a dance for a garden gnome party.